Examples of “Best Practices”

Optimising the Computational Footprint
in Precision Particle Physics
Example of: Integrating sustainability goals in HEP computing-related
research grant applications.
Problem: grant funding extremely competitive, with low success rates.
Main driver = maximal scientific ambition, not minimal resource usage.
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& Christian Preuss (ETH)
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Some Background
Home = Australia (Melbourne)

๏

Until recently, air travel seemed the sole climate impact of our
professional activities that we could do something about.
•

PYTHIA = widely used HEP simulation (MC event generator)
๏

๏

State of the art for high-pT physics studies = ”multi-leg merging”

•

For the experts: @ LO (MLM, CKKW-L, UMEPS) or NLO (NL3, UNLOPS, FxFx).

๏

CPU requirements grow factorially with process complexity.
Paradigm: pay the price, to do the calculations. (No alternative?)

•

•

During 2019, we were deciding what to focus on in an upcoming grant proposal.
That summer, Australia experienced relentless, devastating bush fires (the “black
summer”); prompted us to look for any connection between the actual research
we do, and climate impact.
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Tackling the Computational Bottleneck in Precision Particle Physics

Computing/Algorithms ➜ Focus on Optimisation

AIMS AND BACKGROUND

๏

This project targets precision calculations in particle physics, which are widely used and straddle the intersection
between theoretical,
computational,
andthing
experimental
physics.with
The objective
is to provide highly detailed and
Optimisation
= doing
the same
quicker,
less resources
accurate theoretical reference calculations for current experiments, by a novel method for ultra-efficient comUnrealistic
get research
grant to
do only that? “events”.
puter to
generation
of fully realistic
high-energy-physics
•

But realistic
to“event
include
as one
goalexplicit
among
several?
So-called
generators”
embody
simulations
of high-energy dynamics and are indispensable vessels for

•

๏

exploring new modelling ideas in high-energy physics. The simulated events can be analysed in the same manner
as experimental data and hence bridge the gap between theoretical ideas and first-principles calculations on the one
Change
ofand
Paradigm
(at least
us): Efficient
algorithms
itself
hand,
complex experimental
datafor
and detector
signatures on
the other. This =
hasgoal
placed in
event
generators among
the highest-impact efforts in the field, with original work by the CI and others ranked as the third-highest-cited in the
Not just
as
point
of
pride,
or
to
enable
“big”
studies,
but
to
reduce
impact.
field of all time [1, 2].
•

The problem targeted by this proposal is that of computingto
thereduce
probabilityfactorial
density to produce
specific fiHad idea
growth
nal states in the context of merged matrix-element /
of merging
algorithms
to
polynomial
parton-shower calculations. As will be discussed beor better
low, this type of calculation constitutes the state of
the art in modern collider phenomenology, allowing
Old proof
of
concept
arXiv:1109.3608
the highest possible combination of accuracy and
promising
mathematically
challenging.
detailbut
in calculations
of high-energy
processes. For
all but the simplest processes, however, this involves
Decided to frame the grant proposal
the construction of a number of quantum histories
aroundwhich
that.scales factorially with the number of finalstatenew
particles
in the process; a pushing
computational
+ pursue
developments
thebottleneck in terms of algorithmic complexity, illustrated
state-of-the-art
thatcurve
context.
by the black in
dotted
in the figure to the right.
๏
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•

This project aims to deliver and exploit a technique
that reduces this scaling from factorial (n!) to con-
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Organisation, or be a holder of an honorary academic appointment (defined in the Glossary of the grant guidelines)
at an Eligible Organisation.)
A4. Application
Number
NameSummary

๏

Learning
Curve
Current
Organisation(s)

Participant Type

Relevant Organisation

1
Prof Peter Skands
Chief Investigator
Monash University
Monash University
(Apologies
for Application
the hyperbole;
these are
grant is
summaries;
noteMinister
also there
always some
randomness focusing
in grant successes/failures)
(Provide an
Summary
(which
used by the
to is
consider
the application),
on the aims,
significance, expected outcomes and benefits of this project. Write the Application Summary simply, clearly and in
A3.
plainOrganisation
English. If theParticipant
application Summary
is successful, the Application Summary will be used to give the general community
DP21:
What
did
not
work
(they
did
not
buy
it;
grant
not
awarded)
an understanding of the research. Avoid the use of acronyms, quotation marks and upper case characters. Refer to
(Add
all organisations
participating
in thisinformation.
application.
Refer
to the
Instructions
to Applicants
forwords))
further information.)
the Instructions
to Applicants
for further
to 750
characters,
approximately
100
Putting
footprint
&
optimisation
first: (Up
•

๏

Number
Name ambitious targets for limiting global
Participant
Type
In a future of increasingly
energy consumption,
scientific disciplines that rely
1heavily on large-scale
Monash
University
Administering
Organisation
computing
will need to identify new ways
of maximising
the scientific output that can be
achieved with the lowest possible resource usage, without compromising on scientific goals. This project aims to
vastly reduce the computational footprint of some of the most advanced and resource-intensive calculations in
A4. Application Summary
particle physics, while retaining and even improving their accuracy. Such so-called merged matrix-element /
parton-shower calculations represent the global state of the art and are used extensively in the field, but current
(Provide an Application Summary (a paragraph of text which is used by the Minister to consider the application),
approaches are limited by very high computational resource requirements.
focusing on the aims, significance, expected outcomes and benefits of this project. Write the Application Summary
simply, clearly and in plain English. If the application is successful, the Application Summary will be used to give the
general
community
an understanding
of the
research. Avoid the use of acronyms, quotation marks and upper case
A5.
List
the
objectives
of
the
proposed
project
DP22:
What
did
work
(➜
post
doc
position
at
Monash
opening
soon!)
characters. Refer to the Instructions to Applicants for further information. (Up to 750 characters, approximately 100
words))
(List eachscientific
objective separately
by clicking
to addcomputational
the next objective. This
information
will be used
for
Putting
ambition
first 'add
(butanswer'
retaining
footprint
as explicit
aspect):
future reporting purposes if this application is funded. (Up to 500 characters, approximately 70 words per objective)
) This project aims to deliver a breakthrough technique in theoretical-computational particle physics, with significant
potential for high-precision applications. The project targets some of the most advanced and resource-intensive
calculations in particle physics, which are widely used but currently limited by extremely high computational
resource requirements. This project expects to develop a novel approach that will vastly reduce the computational
complexity while at the same time improving their accuracy relative to the current global state of the art. Expected
Objective
outcomes include the new methodology itself as well as a full-fledged and open-access simulation code based on
it,
which should
be highly
efficient. sector-based parton shower, including both initial- and final-state radiation
Develop
the world’s
first full-fledged
•

and hence applicable to hadron collisions such as those at the Large Hadron Collider.

A5. List the objectives of the proposed project
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Both table 11 and figure 5 show the results for this scenario. The three ATLAS computing scenarios and
Some Further
Arguments
the forecast of +10% and +20% resources
capacity increases
per year are shown in the table. The red open
triangles shown in Figure 5 represent the resources needed under the ATLAS computing conservative
R&D scenario. The projected results for Run 4 are very similar to the ATLAS conservative R&D scenario
forProjected
Run 5, except
for the tapeneeds
requirements.
are lower due tohave
smaller
amount
of dataas
recorded up
computing
of the These
LHC experiments
been
flagged
to requiring
2028.
aggressive R&D developments to meet requirements
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Keeping
up with
LHC will require
ATLAS
Preliminary
4.5 2020 Computing Model - Disk
increasingly precise calculations, for
Baseline
4
increasingly
complex
event types.
Conservative
R&D
3.5

Aggressive R&D
Sustained budget model

1.5 hand in hand with minimising
Goes
1
footprint.
•

0.5

CERN-LHCC-2020-015 unpublished preprint
(until recently impossible to refer to in ARC applications)
Tape Storage [EB]

Run 5 (µ =165-200)

(+10% +20%
capacity/year)
Any3current
bottlenecks
are likely to
LHCC common scenario
2.5
become (Conservative
increasingly
R&D, µ =200) important.
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Run 4 (µ =88-140)

Run 5 (µ =165-200)

ATLAS Preliminary

Model - Tape
2020 Computing Model - Tape
(+ algorithmic
and “best practices”
to students)
3.5 communicated
7 2020 Computingtechniques
•

Tier-1 Baseline
Tier-1 Conservative R&D
Tier-1 Aggressive R&D
Sustained budget model

Tier-0
Sustained budget model

➜ Optimisation
skills and ways of thinking transferred3 to industry
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2.5
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4

LHCC common scenario

LHCC common scenario
(Conservative R&D, µ =200)
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Preliminary Results: Tree-Level Merging
Sectorized CKKW-L Merging in Pythia 8.306 (for Vincia Showers Only)
Brooks & Preuss, “E cient multi-jet merging with the VINCIA sector shower”, arXiv:2008.09468
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Baseline optimizations
work in progress
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Extensions now pursued:
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Figure 17: PYTHIA and VINCIA memory usage scaling in pp ! Z + jets merging at

p

s = 14 TeV.

story construction (left) and parton-level event generation (right) for

Sectorized matching at NNLO (proof
concept
arXiv:2108.07133)
As of
a gauge
of the in
scaling
behaviour of the memory

usage in both merging implementati
the total allocated/deallocated memory per 1k events in Fig. 17. For each multiplicity, we
+ Sectorized multi-leg merging at
NLO, independent
iterated matrix-element
corrections,
statistically
runs and from 7 jets on,
we also average…
over the di↵erent groupings. W
shows a rather dramatic scaling, with allocating and deallocating a total of 1 TiB of data for
the VINCIA curve
remains almost
[68, 69, 70], which can improve the performance
relative
to flat, with only a small peak around 3 additional jets. The l
understood
considering that theand
sector
has a et
comparable
memory footprint as the
(Also note recent interesting work by Danziger
et al.,byarXiv:2109.11964
by shower
Bothmann
al., arXiv:2209.00843)
es are currently ongoing.
that in the latter maximally two histories are stored concurrently, cf. Section 2.3. At high m
most of the events get vetoed during the trial showers and the sector shower is never started6o↵
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